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A Michelson interferometer designed for broadband single-cycle THz pulses is used to characterize
optically induced index changes in semiconductors which result in submicron changes in optical
path length. The interferometric measurements are compared both to standard THz time-domain
spectroscopy~THz-TDS! and differential THz-TDS based on modulation of the sample. By
analyzing noise contributions in THz spectroscopy systems, it is shown that the destructive
interference achieved in THz interferometry reduces both some sources of random errors as well as
errors due to system drift. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1758292#

Advances in optical generation and detection of near-
single-cycle THz pulses have resulted in ways to measure
material properties in the hard-to-access far-infrared spectral
region. A variety of characterization techniques based on
THz time-domain spectroscopy~THz-TDS! have been devel-
oped to measure materials as diverse as semiconductors,1

flames,2 and water content.3 In THz-TDS, a single-cycle
electromagnetic pulse with THz bandwidth is used to deter-
mine the refractive index and absorption of a sample by
comparing the pulse transmitted through the sample to a ref-
erence pulse transmitted through dry air. Since THz pulses
are near-single cycle with subpicosecond duration, measure-
ment bandwidths can extend from less than 100 GHz to 5
THz.

Because THz-TDS measures transmission changes in a
broadband spectrum, it is difficult to accurately characterize
materials when the sample is thin, or with low index and/or
absorption. Whenk(v)d!1—with k(v) as the complex fre-
quency dependent wave constant andd as the sample thick-
ness, noise or system drift lead to errors which are greater
than the small changes being measured. Recently, several
techniques have been developed to characterize thin samples
at THz frequencies. One of these is differential time domain
spectroscopy~DTDS!, which dithers a film on a substrate in
and out of the THz beam. By moving the sample so that the
boundary of the film moves across the beam, only the modu-
lation induced on the beam by the film is detected. DTDS
has been used to determine the refractive index of a 300 nm
thick parylene-N film4 and other thin or low index films.4–6

By using a double-modulation technique in which both the
sample and the THz beam itself are modulated and measured
using two lock-in amplifiers,7 films as thin as 100 nm have
been characterized. DTDS substantially increases sensitivity
over standard TDS with the primary difficulty ensuring ho-
mogeneity of the sample and substrate.

Interferometric techniques have also been used to mea-
sure small changes to a THz beam.8,9 In this case, destructive
interference occurs between simultaneously measured
sample and reference pulses. By eliminating the background

signal, some noise sources and drift are eliminated. In this
letter, we demonstrate THz interferometric characterization
of optically induced index changes in a high resistivity sili-
con wafer, permitting direct comparisons between THz inter-
ferometry, THz-TDS, and DTDS. Both THz interferometry
and DTDS give comparable results. Following previous
treatments of noise sources in THz-TDS,10 improvements in
resolution are shown to cause a reduction in emitter noise
compared to THz-TDS.

The experimental setup consists of a THz-TDS system1

configured as a Michelson interferometer,8 shown in Fig. 1.
The THz emitter is a coplanar transmission line fabricated on
semi-insulating GaAs and biased at 80 Vdc, which generates
freely propagating pulses of THz electromagnetic radiation.1

The incident optical excitation beam is modulated atf THz

51650 Hz by a mechanical chopper. The generated THz ra-
diation is collimated by a silicon lens and parabolic mirror. A
1.0 mm thickn-type high resistivity~.10 kV cm! silicon

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
kridnix@okstate.edu

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of THz interferometer. Sub-100 fs pulses at 820
nm are used to generate the THz pulses while optical excitation of the
sample is using a HeNe laser at 632 nm.
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slab is used as a beam splitter to divide the THz beam into
EA andEB pulse trains.8 Front surface aluminum-coated roof
reflectors, labeled A and B in Fig. 1, are oriented such that
the incident THz beam is P polarized at reflector A and S
polarized at reflector B. The P-polarized beam undergoes a
frequency independentp phase shift due to the rotation of
the electric field during reflection. The pulse detected by the
THz detector is thus a superposition of the pulse in the ref-
erence arm, B, andp phase shifted pulse from the arm with
the sample, A. The time-resolved electric field of the super-
position of reference and sample THz pulses is measured
with an optically gated 30mm dipole antenna11 with a silicon
lens to collect the incident THz radiation. The current in-
duced in the dipole is measured using a current amplifier and
lock in with a 100 ms integration time. The superposition
signal has an amplitude of less than 5% of the signal in either
arm A or B separately.

The materials to be characterized, in this case 1.00 mm
thick, double-side polished,.10 kV cm silicon wafers, are
inserted in each arm as shown in Fig. 1. The wafer in arm A
~sample! is illuminated by a continuous-wave HeNe laser
~632.8 nm! incident at the Brewster angle of 76°. The fluence
incident on the silicon wafer is controlled using a variable
attenuator, measured with a calibrated power meter. The
measured THz pulse measured in arm A~arm B blocked! is
shown in Fig. 2; the inset shows the measurement bandwidth
of 0.3–2.0 THz obtained by a numerical Fourier transform.
The spectral valleys are due to absorption by atmospheric
water vapor; experiments were performed in ambient air.

For DTDS measurements, the incident HeNe beam is
modulated by an optical chopper atf mod533 Hz, and two
lock-in amplifiers are used to enhance signal to noise.7 The
first lock-in amplifier has a reference frequency off THz , an
integration time of 1 ms, and is used to measure the incident
THz pulse. The output from the first lock in is sent to a
second lock-in amplifier with a reference frequencyf mod and
1 s integration time that are used to detect the optically in-
duced change in transmission of the THz pulse.

To determine the effect of noise and signal drift on
sample characterization using THz-TDS and THz interfer-
ometry, we follow the treatment of Duvillaret,et al.10 For
THz-TDS, the noise contributions are analyzed using the
measured sample,S(v), and reference,R(v), frequency de-
pendent spectral amplitudes. These are obtained from nu-
merical Fourier transforms of the THz pulses transmitted

through the sample arm, A, with and without optical illumi-
nation. For THz-TDS the complex transmission coefficient is
defined asT(v)5S(v)/R(v)5r(v)eiw(v), from which the
real part of the complex refractive index,n(v)5n8(v)
2 in9(v), is extracted from the argument,w~v!, and the ab-
sorption coefficient,a(v)5vn9(v)/c, from the modulus,
r~v!.

Errors in the measurement ofn(v) are proportional to
the variance of the modulus,sr

2(v), which in turn is related
to the variance of the reference,sR

2(v), and sample,sS
2(v),

data scans:10
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As in the case here, whenr~v! approaches unity:
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Noise contributions on the sample or reference scans arise
from three sources:10

snoise
2 ~v!5r2~v!se

2~v!1ssh
2 ~v!1sd

2~v! ~3!

where for thin sampler(v)>1. These three terms corre-
spond to noise from the THz emitterse

2(v), shot noise in the
THz detectorssh

2 (v), and other signal independent noise
sources,sd

2(v) such as laser noise, electronic noise, and
Johnson noise.10,12 The shot noise can be written asssh

2 (v)
52eD f X(v) with e as the electron charge,D f the measure-
ment bandwidth determined by the lock-in integration time,
and X(v) either R(v) or S(v). As shown in Ref. 10, the
dominant noise term comes from the THz emitter,se

2(v),
especially in the case of slightly absorbing samples withr~v!
approaching unity, andS(v)>R(v). For THz-TDS, the
sample and reference scans are measured independently and
the noise on the sample and reference scans are uncorrelated.

For THz interferometry, a more relevant noise figure is
given by the variance of the measured interference signal,
D(v)5R(v)2S(v). Since in THz interferometry the dif-
ference is obtained in a single measurement, the emitter
noise is correlated between the sample arm~A! and reference
arm ~B!. The noise on the interferometric signal can thus be
written:

s int
2 ~v!5~12r~v!!2se

2~v!12eD f R~v!~12r~v!!

12sd
2~v!. ~4!

For k(v)d!1, the modulus of the difference signal, 1
2r(v), is proportional touvdn(v)/cR(v)u in the case of
transparent, n8(v)@n9(v), or lossy, n8(v)!n9(v),
samples.8 A comparison of Eq.~3! with Eq. ~4! shows that
the effects of both the shot noise and emitter noise are sub-
stantially reduced in THz interferometry. The previous analy-
sis assumes ideal cancellation of the two arms of the inter-
ferometer; in an actual experimental configuration
interference of the sample and reference pulses can achieve
approximately 95% amplitude cancellation due to lack of
rotational symmetry of the THz beam.8,13

To demonstrate that THz interferometry can distinguish
small changes in a sample, we utilize optical modulation of
the refractive index of a high resistivity,.10 kV cm silicon

FIG. 2. THz pulse from sample arm~A!. The inset shows the spectral
amplitude,S(v) obtained by a numerical Fourier transform. The reference
arm spectrum,R(v), is nearly identical. The oscillations after the pulse and
valleys in the spectrum are due to atmospheric water vapor.
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wafer. As shown in Fig. 1, 2 eV photons incident at Brew-
ster’s angle create free carriers. The frequency dependent
change in refractive index,Dn(v)5A« r(v), is described by
the Drude model:14

« r~v!5«`2 (
j 5e,h

vp
2

v~v1 iG j !
~5!

where«`511.7 is the relative permittivity of Si,vp is the
electron or hole plasma frequency given byvp

2

5Ne2/«0me,h* with free-space permittivity«0 , carrier den-
sity N assumed equal for electrons and holes, and effective
massesme* 50.26 andmh* 50.37.15 G j is the carrier damping
rate 1/te,h .14 For the.10 kV cm Si sample, the only appre-
ciable contributions to the free carrier density are those car-
riers generated by optical modulation. For these measure-
ments, the excitation intensity used, 3.5831022 mW/cm2,
results in a carrier density ofN56.5331012 cm23. We as-
sume that the carrier density across the sample is uniform
since the carrier recombination time oft r525 ms corre-
sponds to a diffusion length greater than 2 mm at low carrier
densities.16

Figure 3~a! compares the difference between two con-
secutive THz scans taken with and without optical excitation
~dotted line!, a single data scan taken using DTDS~dashed
line!, and a scan on the THz interferometer~solid line! with
the constant background signal numerically subtracted.8 The
DTDS scan has been normalized to the throughput of the
THz interferometer~34.7%!. The ratio between peak signal
and background noise of the difference signal is 4.9:1. For
the data scan using the THz interferometer, the ratio is 21:1
while that of the DTDS measurement is 22:1.

Figure 3~b! plots the measured optically induced change
in refractive index,Dn(v)/n(v), obtained from THz inter-

ferogram ~points! and that determined by THz-TDS~open
circles!, both using the Fourier transform of the temporal
data of Fig. 3~a! where

D~nr~v!2 ini~v!!52 i
c

vd
lnS R~v!2D~v!

R~v! D . ~6!

The index change calculated using Drude theory is shown as
a solid line in Fig. 3~b!. The measured index changed was
determined taking into account the Fresnel transmission co-
efficients on the input and output faces of the Si wafer, but
not the Fabry–Perot term10 since reflections from the wafer
faces were time gated out. Using THz interferometry, index
changes of 1024 can be measured, which corresponds to a
change in the optical path length of 342 nm. The same mea-
surement made using THz-TDS only closely approximates
the actual index change over a small frequency range. At 0.7
THz, the peak of the THz amplitude spectrum, 342 nm is an
optical path length change ofl/1250. Extrapolating the re-
sults to a unity signal-to-noise ratio, the measurement limit
of the system is 32 nm orl/13 500.

We have demonstrated that THz time-domain interfer-
ometry can measure photoinduced refractive index change at
THz frequencies ofDn/n,1024, and demonstrated sensitiv-
ity to changes in optical path length comparable to those
previously obtained with DTDS.6 For thin-film measure-
ments, DTDS utilizes spatial dithering of the THz beam
across a step boundary of the film while THz interferometry
needs an identical reference substrate. Analysis of noise
sources of THz-TDS, fully treated in Ref. 10, show that the
measurement sensitivity arises from a reduction of both
emitter and shot noise.
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